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Happy New Year, readers
l Don’t miss our in-depth Review of the Year by the best writers in Scotland
l Good riddance to 2016 ... here’s hoping for a better year to come
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THERE IS SO MUCH SCOTTISH
TALENT, SO WHAT’S THE RISK?
COLETTE DOUGLAS HOME PAGE 15

STEWART PATERSON
stewart.paterson@theherald.co.uk

SCOTTISHPOWER and EDF Energy
finally joined the rest of the big power
supply companies in cutting prices,
but the reductions will not come in
until June. ScottishPower cut gas by
16.5% and electricity by 6%, while
EDF gas prices will fall by 10.2%. 3

Angelika’s diary reveals rows
THE Angelika Kluk murder trial heard
yesterday how she wrote in her diary
of rows with parish priest Father Gerry
Nugent, and mentioned her married
9
lover almost every day.

Leap forward in MRSA fight
SCIENTISTS at St Andrews University
have discovered that an enzyme
secreted by a bullfrog could offer an
answer to killing the hospital superbug
MRSA when combined with an
12
existing drug treatment.
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MANIA

As Kate Moss’s
new fashion
range goes on
sale today, the
‘flippers’ trying
to resell for a
killing on the
internet are
facing a new
type of
resistance 3
BUSINESS

Mortgage lending slows
BANKS reported a year-on-year fall in
new loans for housebuyers for the
fourth month in a row in March suggesting that interest rate rise medicine
could be curing property inflation. 30

SPORT

Aiming for the top
DOUGLAS Lowe meets two of
Scotland’s leading young amateur
golfers who have very different
temperaments, but very much share
16
the same goals.
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Complaints after postal ballot delays leave some unable to vote

BRIEFING
ScottishPower to cut
energy prices in June

*
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A DELAY in issuing postal ballots was having a knock-on effect
across Scotland last night as voters complained they had been
denied the right to take part in
the Holyrood election.
Last week The Herald reported ballot papers in the Edinburgh, Aberdeenshire, Highland
and Fife areas were delayed by a
distribution problem with forms.

Yesterday it emerged voters in
the west of the country had also
been affected with election officials delivering papers with fewer
than seven days to the vote.
Voters in Aberdeen, Ayrshire,
Glasgow, Fife and East Dunbartonshire complained that their
papers for the parliamentary
elections had not arrived and
they may be unable to vote.
John Breckinridge, from Milngavie, was one of those who
complained. He said he was

Election 2007
News Pages 6/7
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unable to register a vote for the
first time in more than 40 years,
as he is travelling to Singapore
today and has not yet received

Angry families
ask how July 7
bombers got
through MI5 net

his ballot paper. He said: “I have
always voted, at every election
and this is the first time I have
applied for a postal vote.
“It is now too late. I won’t be
here when it arrives. It is not
acceptable in a democracy. I
want my vote to be counted.”
Church minister Colin Renwick, from Jordanhill in Glasgow, said he had lost the chance
to vote after leaving the country
to carry out work in Lebanon as
convener of the Kirk’s World

Mission council. Before he left he
told The Herald: “I am very disappointed and angry. I have
voted at every election since I
was 18 and I feel this is a particularly important election for
Scotland.
“I did everything required of
me but due to some administrative blip I will not be able to vote.
“The right to vote is not something that was lightly won. Now
I am being denied that right, I
can understand just how impor-

tant it is.” More than 120,000
postal ballot are understood to
have been affected by the delays
but it is not known how many
are still to be received by voters.
Yesterday the country’s councils, which administer the ballot
forms, said all the postal votes
had now been issued.
The Electoral Commission,
which said it was aware of delays
last week but not of fur ther
delays yesterday, said it had not
received any complaints.

HARRY WILL BE SENT TO IRAQ

SCOTTISHRUN?

CALUM MACDONALD
AN official inquiry into how the
Security Service allowed two
of the ringleaders of the July
7 bombings to slip through its
fingers was demanded last
night by survivors of the outrage, bereaved relatives and
politicians.
They spoke out at the end of
the UK’s biggest-ever terror trial
when it emerged that MI5 had
trailed two of the key figures in
the July 7 plot.
MI5 officers came across
Mohammed Sidique Khan and
his right-hand man, Shehzad
Tanweer, while investigating
another group of terrorists who
were convicted at the Old Bailey
yesterday.
Five men will spend a total of
200 years in jail for their part in
that plot.
In the course of the inquiry,
Khan and Tanweer were dismissed as peripheral figures and
their activities were not investigated fully.
Just 16 months after being
tracked by MI5, their terror cell
killed 52 people on London’s
transport network.
The second circle of “ruthless”
Muslim extremists, led by Omar
Khyam, 25, from Sussex, planned
to use 600kg of ammonium
nitrate fertiliser as the basic
ingredient for a bomb attack on
a busy nightclub or shopping
centre.
Khyam and four of his accomplices were convicted at the end
of the massive police investigation code-named Operation
Crevice. They were all handed
life sentences.
But the end of the year-long

trial was overshadowed by details
about links between Khyam and
the July 7 bombers. Relatives and
survivors said the case for an
independent inquiry was now
“overwhelming”.
Rachel North, who survived
the blast on the Piccadilly Line
train, said: “Now that we have
discovered these men were very
much on the radar of the Security Service and could have been

INSIDE

The investigation Page 4
Plot to rival 9/11 Page 5
stopped, that is going to be very
difficult to come to terms with.
“This has fuelled my desire for
an independent inquiry because
it appears we have not been told
the truth about what happened
and what we knew about these
bombers prior to 7/7.”
Graham Foulkes, who lost his
22-year-old son David on July 7,
said he was “absolutely overwhelmed with a sense of sheer
disbelief”.
He added: “The consequences
of that level of incompetence
were such that my son was killed.
That is truly appalling.
“Could the bombings have
been prevented? As a father who
lost a son, I am drawn to that
conclusion.”
David Davis, the shadow
home secretary, said MI5 made a

“mistake” by not maintaining
s u r ve i l l a n c e o n t h e J u l y 7
bombers.
Conservatives and Liberal
Democrats demanded a full
inquiry into why the security
agencies failed to use intelligence
gathered during Operation
Crevice to prevent the 7/7
atrocities.
They called on Home Secretary John Reid to explain why the
government said in the aftermath
of the 2005 outrages that those
involved were not known to the
security services.
But Mr Reid ruled out a public
inquiry, claiming it would divert
the police and security services
away from the fight against
terrorism.
He paid tribute to police and
MI5, but added: “It is important
to remember that 100% commitment can never guarantee 100%
success.”
The Intelligence and Security
Committee (ISC) – which published a lengthy report on the
July 7 bombings last summer –
has been asked to “reappraise”
all questions arising from the
trial, he added.
ISC chairman Paul Murphy
MP issued a statement which
insisted all the original report’s
conclusions still applied, and
added that there were “no culpable failures” by the intelligence
agencies.
Security and police sources
have stressed that at the time
they believed Khan and his associates were involved only in
minor fraud.
The revelations will heap pressure on MI5’s new head,
Jonathan Evans, who took over
from Dame Eliza ManninghamBuller just days ago.

News: page 5

DAMIEN HENDERSON
PRINCE Harry will be deployed
to Iraq, General Sir Richard
Dannatt, the Army’s chief of
the general staff, confirmed
yesterday.
In a terse statement which
sought to quell speculation that
the 22-year-old royal would not
see active duty, Sir Richard said
he had personally taken the decision to send the prince to Iraq.
“I, as chief of the general staff,
will take the decision and have
taken the decision as to whether

he should or should not deploy,”
he told Sky News. “And I do so
as chief of the general staff and
having full command of every
member of the Army, including
Prince Harry.
“Second, the decision has been
taken he will deploy.
“Third, I will of course keep
that decision continually under
review, and if circumstances are
such that I change that decision,
I will make a further statement.”
His comments came a day
after John Reid, the home secretary, said it was up to the Army
whether or not Prince Harry
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should be deployed to Iraq. The
original decision to send Prince
Harry to Iraq, heading an 11strong armoured reconnaissance
troop, was made by Sir Richard
in February. The Ministry of
Defence later said the decision
had been kept under “constant
review”.
But speculation as to whether
the deployment would be cancelled has been fuelled by one of
the bloodiest months the British
Army has seen since it invaded
Iraq in 2003, with 12 soldiers
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As Tory government prepares to
axe HALF of city Jobcentres and
abandon our unemployed we say:

l Cuts to social security and tax
giveaways to rich will
cripple services

EXCLUSIVE GPS data suggests the half-marathon course for
2016 may have been shorter than the year before ...
which could put Callum Hawkins’s Scottish record in doubt

Inquiry call as five get life for fertiliser blast plot
malcolm.macdonald@theherald.co.uk
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introduction
This publication has been produced to
assist our customers and internal
Pre-Press departments, in the
preparation of Artwork that will be
within the production tolerances for
Cold Set Newspaper Printing as used
at our Print Centres.
We recognise, that readers of this
publication may well require differing
levels of help and advice, but we
would far rather deal with your queries
at the pre-press stage than later when
the job has been printed.
Our aim is to provide a high level
of service and to ensure your work
is printed to the highest possible
standard.
Customers however, do need to be
aware that different printing processes
have differing characteristics and
requirements.
We trust this guide will assist you
in preparing your Artwork to our
specifications. Should you have
any questions or doubts, we would
encourage you to contact us on one
of the telephone numbers listed within
this guide.
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production tolerances
Consideration should be given to the use of colour on text, or white
text used over a coloured background. As stated in this guide,
text under 12 point in size may possibly appear blurred. This
also applies to white text on a coloured background. Technical
limitations mean we can only guarantee coloured text over
12 point being reproduced to an acceptable quality.
In all publications there may be a small amount of register shift
whereby colours may not exactly match. Whilst we will endeavour
to keep this to a minimum, it cannot always be avoided.
We will print with coloured density dots or grey balance patches on
the centre spine on all colour pages. These are to ensure the page
is printed to the correct density. If the customer confirms to us
these printer aids are not required, the colour specification cannot
be guaranteed.
Supplied digital artwork must meet the requirements set out in
this guide. It is the customers responsibility to ensure these
requirements are met.
Files should have all colour elements converted to CMYK before PDF
creation. There should be no RGB or LAB colours in place. Dot gain
values should be allowed for, as no correction will be made to the
file prior to output.
Even the most modern web offset press, such as our own, is subject
to mechanical constraints brought about by too challenging a
design. Please seek our advice before commencing complex
artwork to ensure it is within our production tolerances.
Newsprint batches may vary within an acceptable tolerance. This
variation may be noticeable. Any such shading is unavoidable.
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glossary
Adobe Acrobat .  .  .  .  .  .  . Software for PDF creation &
reading PDF’s on any platform.
Adobe Illustrator .  .  .  .  . Drawing software program.
Adobe Indesign .  .  .  .  .  . A page layout software program.
Adobe PhotoShop .  .  .  . Image manipulation program.
Additive Primaries .  .  .  . Red, green and blue light. Mixed
in varying combinations, they can produce any other
colour.
Bitmap Image  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A graphic file comprised of fixed
dots.
Bleed .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Part of the printed page that will
be cut-off after printing.
Broadsheet .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A large format newspaper.
Calibration .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The process of adjusting colour
devices to match accurate values.
Compression  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Reducing the size of files using
data encoding techniques.
CMYK  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black,
the four process colours used in all areas of printing.
Colour Management . . The process of matching colours
and keeping them consistent.
Colour Space .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A geometric representation of the
colours in a certain colour model.
ColorSync .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The colour management
architecture in the Mac OS.
Continuous Tone .  .  .  .  . A normal photographic print with
a continuous shade of colours.
Contrast .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The difference between the
lightest and darkest areas of a picture.
CtP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Computer to Plate, latest
technology eliminating the need for film negatives.
Density Dots .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Coloured or grey dots in the
centre spine as an aid to correct density printing.
Downsample  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The reduction of resolution of an
image.
DPI  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Dots per inch, the common unit
of measurement to indicate the dot resolution of
output devices.
Fonts .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Different typefaces used for
various effects.
FTP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
File transfer protocol, An
industry standard for sending and receiving files
across the internet
Gamut .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Range of different colours that
can be interpreted by a colour model.
Greyscale .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A monochrome image composed
of greys.
GSM  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Grammes per square metre,
indicating the weight of newsprint.
Gutter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The non printing area in the
centre of the page.
Hairline .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A very fine line or rule.
Hue .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The basic colour of an object
irrespective of its lightness or saturation.
ICC Profile  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Information characterising the
colour rendering of a device.
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ICM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The built in system for the colour
management in Microsoft Windows.
Image Manipulation .  . Improvement of images using
various adjustments.
Imposition  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The placement of pages into the
correct printing position.
JPEG .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . An image file format with built in
compression.
LAB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Three dimensional definition of
the human visible colour space.
Moire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A Pattern or screen clash that
occurs when previously printed pictures are re-scanned.
OPI  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Open pre-press interface, a
method of allowing you to work with low resolution
files during document creation.
Overprint .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Coloured inks printing over the
top of others, producing intermediate colours.
PDF .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Portable document format, a
cross platform and self contained document format
based on postscript technology.
Pixel  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A single coloured dot in a
computer based image.
Profile .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A data file which describes the
measured capability of a digital device.
Quarterfold .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Similar in size to A4
(This publication is quarterfold).
Quark Xpress .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A page layout software program.
Registration Marks .  .  . A printed mark used to aid colour
register.
RGB .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Short for additive colours red,
green and blue.
RIP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Raster image processor, the
software engine which converts Postscript data to a
high resolution Bitmap.
Secondary Colours  .  .  . Colours produced by mixing pairs
of primary colours.
Spectrophotometer .  .  . An instrument which measures
the characteristics of light.
Spot Colour  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . A second colour printed with
black.
Stitching .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Staples in the spine of the paper.
Subtractive Primaries . Cyan, magenta, yellow and black
inks.
Tabloid  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Half the size of a Broadsheet
Newspaper.
TIFF .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Tag image file format, an image
file format with built in compression. Unlike JPEG
compression is not lossy.
Tint  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Percentage of a solid colour.
Trim .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Method used to reduce a printed
product to a given finished size.
Web Offset .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . The method used for Newspaper
printing. An image is offset onto a blanket which
accepts ink which is then transferred to the
newspaper pages.
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public and legal notices
Please note that all Public and Legal Notices must
use a minimum point size of 7pt text

typography and rules
Selection and placement of rules and type can have a dramatic
impact on any Newspaper such as:llll
Readability, which encompasses not only whether the printed
message is legible, but also factors such as the writing and
editorial style and whether the typeface is serif or sans
serif.
llll
Legibility, this affects how quickly and accurately readers
recognise type. Legibility is determined by typographic
features such as the selected typeface, type size, letter
spacing, line length, white space, paper colour and ink
density.
llll
Printability, which describes how efficiently a piece can be
produced. Poor printability caused by any component,
including design and typography, typically creates longer
production time, higher waste, and additional cost.
llll
Profitability, determines the success of the Newspaper.
Each segment of the production process, from Advertiser
to Supplier, either makes or loses money on each job.
Type and Rule selection and placement affects this key
measurement of each job.
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typography and rules
Fine Rules and Small Type
Rules that are 4 points and thinner and small type (defined as
sans-serif type that is smaller than 7 points, serif type that is 12 points
and smaller, and fine-serif type such as Bodoni that is 14 points and
smaller) should be reproduced as one colour only.
Sans-serif type is the best choice for newspaper reproduction.
Times font in 4 point

Bodoni font in 4 point

Arial font in 4 point

Times font in 6 point

Bodoni font in 6 point

Arial font in 6 point

Times font in 8 point

Bodoni font in 8 point

Arial font in 8 point

Times font in 10 point

Bodoni font in 10 point

Arial font in 10 point

Times font in 12 point

Bodoni font in 12 point

Times font in 14 point Bodoni font in 14 point

Arial font in 12 point

Arial font in 14 point

Reversed Type
Type smaller than 10 points should not be reversed out of a single
colour background. Text reversed out of multi coloured backgrounds
should be 12 points or larger in size. Serifed type and fine serif type
should not be reversed at sizes smaller than 14 points.
Even then consideration should be given to whether the process can
reproduce the serifs. For contrast and readability, reverse type should
not be positioned within screened areas containing less than 70%
screen comprised of any one, two, three or four colours. Type should
not be reversed in a yellow or other light coloured background.

Times font in 4 point

Bodoni font in 4 point

Arial font in 4 point

Times font in 6 point

Bodoni font in 6 point

Arial font in 6 point

Times font in 8 point

Bodoni font in 8 point

Arial font in 8 point

Times font in 10 point

Bodoni font in 10 point

Arial font in 10 point

Times font in 12 point

Bodoni font in 12 point

Times font in 14 point Bodoni font in 14 point

Arial font in 12 point

Arial font in 14 point
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typography and rules
Screened Type

This(20%) text(40%) is(60%) screened(80%)
When reproducing text as a screen percentage of a solid, avoid
screening type styles with serifs or with a fine to medium weight.
Remember as a general rule, text screened at 80% or more will
reproduce as a solid.
For legibility reasons, consideration should be given when attempting
to screen type as a light screen tint.

Overprinted Type
To assure readability, where rules or type are overprinted on a tint
back-ground, we recommended that the tint background be no more
than 25%.
Prepress departments should create these tints keeping tone value
increase in mind, since these flat tints will reproduce darker on press
than on a display monitor or using most proofing systems.
It may be possible to specify higher tint values, such as when using
primarily magenta or yellow tints.
This rule is 0.5 point
This rule is 1 point
This rule is 2 point
This rule is 4 point
This rule is 6 point
IMPORTANT
Fine lettering, thin rules and small type should ideally be
reproduced in one colour only.
Registration of such images in more than one colour cannot be
guaranteed and the slightest movement during printing may result
in colour fringing.
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advertising checklist

8

Observing the checklist below will help prevent common and basic mistakes often made
when sending electronic copy. Please ensure that you read the complete electronic
specification to avoid re-supplying copy which can be time consuming and costly. If you require
a full specification please contact your sales representative. Alternatively, if you require
specific technical assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact our technical help line on
0141 302 6452.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Always save and name your file as the material number provided by
your sales representative at time of booking. Please contact your sales
representative if you do not know the booking number. If you know
that copy will change regularly your rep will provide you with a different
material number for each insert date
Crop marks must not be used when adverts are submitted.
Is the advertisement the correct dimension? Publication sizes are included in
the full electronic specification. Please check ROP or Classified dimensions.
Send complete files to the exact dimensions only.
Have you specified that you require a ‘bleed’ advert?
Crop marks must not be used when adverts are submitted.
Outline, Embed or vectorise all fonts in your epsf or pdf file
Are all colours CMYK process separated?
Ensure any Solid Black area contains only 40% C and 100% K
Do not save files in JPEG format, as these may not print correctly.

7

We cannot guarantee readability of text smaller than 6pt
Use minimum 14pt serif and 12pt sans serif for coloured text
Use minimum 14pt serif and 12pt sans serif for text knocked out of 2
plus coloured tints.

8

PDF’s and Proofs supplied by Advertising Production are for reference
only and are an approximation of how adverts will print.

9

Check that colour adverts separate correctly before sending i.e. printout
separations for each colour. Ensure solid Black text is Not CMYK separated.

10

Ensure you have notified your sales representative emailing details of
changes, before sending substitute copy.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

* Due to production and timescale limits, Advertising Production reserve the right to re-size adverts supplied with incorrect dimensions, without obligation

Technical help line

0141 302 6452

alteration to copy checklist		

		9

Observing the checklist below will help prevent common and basic mistakes often
made when re-sending electronic copy (alterations). Please ensure that you read
the complete electronic specification to avoid re-supplying copy which can be time
consuming and costly. If you require a full specification please contact your sales
representative. Alternatively, if you require specific technical assistance, please don’t
hesitate to contact our Publishing Systems help line on 0141 302 6452.

1
2
3
4

The Agency/Media House must notify their account handler/salesperson that
substitute copy is being dispatched. The account handler/salesperson will
notify Publishing Systems 0141 302 6452 of any change to copy.
The file must be transmitted and named with the correct ‘material’
number. If you are sending subcopy; ensure you use the same file name
eg ‘material GL1010101
This will automatically overwrite the previous version
An email of the job and/or relevant copy instruction outlining the
publication insertion date must be sent to the account holder/
salesperson.
We advise that the agency/account handler phone 0141 302 6452 to
confirm that the substitute copy has passed our Postcript check.

3
3
3
3

Disclaimer
Please note that the proof or pdf provided is essentially for your examination of your
advert content and appearance.
While we make every effort to satisfy your colour requests, we cannot however
guarantee the colour representation will be accurately matched by the finished
Press output.

Publishing Systems help line

0141 302 6452

March 2017 updated
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The following specification sets out the methods by which electronically composed artwork or advertisements will
be received by Newsquest (Herald & Times) Ltd. If you have any queries regarding delivery methods you should
contact Publishing Systems on 0141 302 6452 or System Support 0141 302 6282.

Preferred Delivery Methods:
AdFast (www.adfast.co.uk), or Specle (www.specle.net) are our preferred methods of advert delivery. AdFast is
an Internet based delivery system which transmits PDF files through your internet browser. Please contact
0207 2784009 for Help and support on how to install and send adverts via AdFast.
Individual images or scans should not be sent with the artwork. High resolution graphics, which conform to the
accompanying Imaging specification, must first be saved as an EPSF (Encapsulated PostScript File) image or a
PDF and then incorporated in the artwork document.
The complete job should then be saved as a single EPSF or PDF.
Please note that any form of compression (i.e. jpegs) applied to artwork will affect the quality of
reproduction, please see the Electronic Artwork Submission guidelines which show step by step procedures
for saving particular file types.
Fonts It should be noted that Newsquest (Herald & Times) Ltd will NOT, under any circumstances, accept
copies of fonts. Fonts are licensed to the purchaser and may only be copied for the purposes of backing up.
It is illegal to copy fonts in any form. Further advice on fonts and their usage can be obtained from Fontworks
on 0171 490 5390 / 2002.
ADVERTS UTILISING WHITE SPACE : In circumstances where an advert has to appear with no defined border
e.g. white space filling the advert area; it is essential that adverts of this nature must contain a white
box the exact dimensions of the overall advert, to ensure our automatic download system recognises the
defined area.
Colour & Mono: images. See attached specification.
Illustrator: EPSF files should be saved with fonts converted to ‘outlines’ if they do not correspond with the
supplied font list. This prevents font substitution and text reflowing.
EPSF: files containing fonts, placed within Quark Xpress or Adobe Indesign documents should also match the
supplied font list or preferably be outlined.
Colour files: should be saved as CMYK colour ONLY. No other colour specification method will produce
correct results. All Pantone colours and other Colour Matching Systems should be converted to CMYK before
delivery. Similarly colour halftones should be saved as CMYK not RGB, Indexed Colour or any other colour
mode. If in any doubt about colour systems and conversions please consult Newsquest (Herald & Times) Ltd
or your output bureau. With colour artwork we recommend separations are run before submitting the final
artwork.
Monochrome Images:
The two main categories of monochrome images are Lineart and Greyscale. Lineart should consist of one
single image tone and should be scanned as a bitmap image at a resolution appropriate to the degree of
detail within the image.
The bolder the image, the lower the resolutions; finely detailed images require a higher resolution.
Greyscale images consist of a range of tones from highlights through to shadow.

electronic artwork submission		
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All images must be presented as single EPSF files.
Lineart:
Greyscale:
Scan: Lineart/Bitmap at appropriate resolution.
Scan: Greyscale
Save as EPS: to include halftone screens and transfer function specified below
Screens: Frequency 100 lpi, Shape Round, Angle 45 deg
Transfer: 0-0 50-30 90-85 - Set on transfer curve
Printing Ink Setup: Euro Standard Newsprint, Dot Gain 22%, Colours Same
Separation Set Up: Black limit 85%, Total Ink 260%

Colour Specification: ISOnewspaper26v4.icc
The following Colour Specification should be adhered to in all cases. All electronically transmitted images
must be sent as a single EPSF or PDF document.
Screen ruling: 100 lpi Round dot.
Screen angles: C105 M75 Y90 K45
Minimum dot sizes: 3%. This need only apply where highlight detail must be retained. The dot size in
catchlights or similar highlight areas can be smaller or eliminated altogether.
Mid tone dot sizes: 35%.
Maximum dot sizes: 85% in neutral areas. This can be exceeded to suit certain colour subjects providing
the maximum tonal value for all four colours does not exceed 260%. A tonal value in excess of 90% will
print as a solid.
Grey balance: Cyan 50 Magenta 35 Yellow 35.
P.I.R: Programmed Ink Removal, 25% of the original dot size.
Sequence: Cyan. Magenta. Yellow. Black.
Dot gain: 22% measured at 50% patch.
Tolerance: +/- 2% uniformly up/down.
Densities: Cyan 0.8, Magenta 0.8, Yellow 0.70, Black 1.10.
Tolerance: +/- 0.1% uniformly up/down.
Reverse Lettering: Reversals should be made using a minimum of colour. Where reversals are necessary
out of two or more colours, it is advisable to use the dominant colour for the shape of the letters and
make the letters of the less dominant colours slightly larger (trap or spread) in order to reduce register
problems. Small type faces, particularly serif faces, should be avoided.
As a general rule, 12pt should be the minimum point size.
Solid Backgrounds: Where a large dark solid or black background, with reversal text is to be printed,
it is especially recommended that the black print be solid 100% K with an additional Cyan 40% print
underneath the black, to provide satisfactory solid density and to improve the overall quality of the printed
image.
Solid black backgrounds must not be reproduced using all four process colours.
Proofing: Proofs should be able to reflect the above dot gain and ink densities. Digital onto newsprint stock
are the preferred option. It should be noted that we are unable to achieve an exact match to any other proofing
format and these are only accepted on this understanding.

MARCH
March 2015
2017 updated
updated

electronic artwork submission
submission		
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PHOTOSHOP
PHOTOSHOP FILES
FILES
All
All scans
scans must
must be
be CMYK
CMYK EPS
EPS files
files with
with an
an image
image resolution
resolution of
of 200dpi
200dpi at
at the
the correct
correct dimensions
dimensions with
with
the
the following
following attributes.
attributes. Failure
Failure to
to follow
follow these
these guidelines
guidelines will
will result
result in
in poor
poor quality
quality reproduction
reproduction in
in print.
print.
All
All these
these settings
settings can
can be
be saved
saved and
and called
called up
up when
when needed,
needed, so
so they
they only
only have
have to
to be
be set
set up
up once.
once.

File:
File: Colour
Colour Settings:
Settings: CMYK
CMYK setup:
setup:
File: Page Setup: Screens:
Mono (Greyscale):

Cyan:
Magenta:

105
75

Yellow:
Black:

heatset production colour specifications
REPRODUCTION
REPRODUCTION &
& PROOFING
PROOFING SPECIFICATION
SPECIFICATION FOR
FOR HEATSET
HEATSET PRINTING
PRINTING
IMAGE
IMAGE RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
SCREEN
SCREEN RULING:
RULING:

300
300 DPI
DPI
122
122 lines
lines per
per inch
inch for
for process
process reproduction.
reproduction.

SCREEN
SCREEN ANGLES:
ANGLES:

Yellow
Yellow
Magenta
Magenta
Black
Black
Cyan
Cyan

90
90
45
45
15
15
75
75

INK
INK DENSITY:
DENSITY:
(uncoated
(uncoated stock)
stock)

Cyan
Cyan
Magenta
Magenta
Yellow
Yellow
Black
Black

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
0.85
0.85
1.50
1.50

UNDER
UNDER COLOUR
COLOUR REMOVAL:
REMOVAL: 260
260 is
is the
the recommended
recommended sum
sum total
total of
of overprinted
overprinted tone
tone values
values in
in the
the 		
darkest
darkest area.
area. (Heavy
(Heavy Sets:Sets:- Black
Black 85%,
85%, Cyan
Cyan 65%,
65%, Magenta
Magenta 55%,
55%, Yellow
Yellow 55%)
55%)
Black
Black

36%
36% in
in 40%
40% == 15%
15%

Cyan
Cyan

28%
28% in
in 40%
40% == 12%
12%

Magenta
Magenta26%
26% in
in 40%
40% == 11%
11%
Yellow
Yellow 29%
29% in
in 40%
40% == 12%
12%

Black
Black
Cyan
Cyan

19%
19% in
in 80%
80% == 15%
15%
16%
16% in
in 80%
80% == 13%
13%

Magenta
Magenta17%
17% in
in 80%
80% == 14%
14%
Yellow
Yellow 19%
19% in
in 80%
80% == 15%
15%

note:
note: Dot
Dot Gain
Gain is
is not
not the
the sum
sum of
of the
the two
two percentage
percentage figures
figures added
added together,
together, rather,
rather, the
the percentage
percentage the
the plate
plate dot
dot
grows
grows on
on the
the paper.
paper. e.g.
e.g. aa 50%
50% dot
dot will
will increase
increase in
in size
size by
by 30%
30% which
which equals
equals 15%
15% producing
producing aa 65%
65% printed
printed dot.
dot.

creating pdf files
files			
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creating pdf
pdf files						
files
creating
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Adobe Indesign
Indesign document
document
Adobe
Save file
file as
as PDF.
PDF.
Save
Export -- Save
Save as
as type:
type: Adobe
Adobe PDF
PDF
Export

Please use
use these
these settings
settings or
or their
their equivalent
equivalent in
in your
your Page
Page Make-Up
Make-Up software.
software.
Please
PDF files
files streamline
streamline the
the printing
printing process
process and
and gives
gives more
more consistent
consistent results.
results. PDF
PDF files
files should
should contain
contain
PDF
all fonts,
fonts, graphics
graphics and
and page
page information
information necessary
necessary to
to print
print the
the file
file exactly
exactly as
as intended.
intended.
all

March 2017 updated
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broadsheet document & image sizes

Document Spread Page Width 350mm
Image Spread Page Width 317mm
5mm

Folio allowance

Image Area
540mm x 317mm

Document Page Height 545mm

Image Page Height 540mm

BROADSHEET

16.5mm

16.5mm

March 2017 updated

The Herald
broadsheet 
CLASSIFIED:

1 column
2 column
3 column
4 column
5 column
6 column
7 column
8 column
9 column
10 column
11 column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm
288mm
317mm

CLASSIFIED
FULL PAGE

=

CLASSIFIED
HALF PAGE

=

16
column measurements
RUN OF PAPER:
1 column
2 column
3 column
4 column
5 column
6 column
7 column
8 column
9 column
10 column
11 column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm
288mm
317mm

540mm x 317mm

BACK PAGE Business Advert
SOCIAL & PERSONAL
STOCKS PAGE
UNIT TRUSTS PAGE

= 40mm x 50mm
= 56mm wide
= 80mm x 85mm
= 80mm x 80mm

270mm x 317mm

FULL PAGE ROP
HALF PAGE ROP

= 540mm x 317mm
= 270mm x 317mm

FRONT PAGE STRIP

= 80mm x 317mm

FALSE SPREAD/DPS: CLASSIFIED & ROP		
540mm X 667mm (one file only)

herald magazine & wedding magazine
(stitch & trim) 					column measurements
ROP:

CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

1/4 page
1/2 page

=
=
=
=
=
=

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm
150mm x 122mm
150mm x 248mm

CLASSIFIED PAGES AND SPREADS
FULL PAGE
=
310mm x 248mm
HALF PAGE
=
150mm x 248mm
SPREAD
=
310mm x 514mm
1/2 PAGE SPREAD = 150mm x 514mm
(supply spreads as one file only)

1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
HALF PAGE
=
ROP SPREAD
=
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=

310mm
150mm
310mm
150mm

x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

348mm x 278mm
328mm x 258mm

1/2 PAGE

=
=
=

173mm x 278mm
348mm x 556mm
173mm x 556mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not cropped

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 BLEED SPREAD

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 338mm x 270mm

March 2017 updated
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heading
The
Herald
sport (tabloid) 
CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

CLASSIFIED
FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

column measurements
RUN OF PAPER:

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

= 320mm x 259mm
=

160mm x 259mm

CLASSIFIED DPS = 320mm x 545mm
		 (One file only)

arts

(stitch & trim)

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

ROP FULL PAGE

=

320mm x 259mm

ROP HALF PAGE

=

160mm x 259mm

ROP DPS
=
		

320mm x 545mm
(One file only)



column measurements

ROP:
1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

1/4 page
1/2 page

=
=
=
=
=
=

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm
150mm x 122mm
150mm x 248mm

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
HALF PAGE
=
ROP SPREAD
=
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=

310mm
150mm
310mm
150mm

x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

348mm x 278mm
328mm x 258mm

1/2 PAGE

=
=
=

173mm x 278mm
348mm x 556mm
173mm x 556mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not cropped

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 BLEED SPREAD

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 338mm x 270mm

March 2017 updated

The
Herald and Evening Times
heading
The Herald wrap around 

18
measurements

FRONT PAGE:
Allow Blank Space 120mm deep at the top of the
front page for The Herald banner.
The remaining depth of 420mm for your content.
At the bottom right hand corner of this page, you must
allow a Blank Space for the
Bar Code 55mm wide x 30mm deep

SPREAD/DPS:
540mm X 667mm (one file only)
SINGLE PAGE:
540mm X 317mm

Evening Times wrap around  measurements
FRONT PAGE:
Allow Blank Space 80mm deep at the top of the front
page for the Evening Times banner.
The remaining depth of 240mm x 259mm wide for your
content.
BACK PAGE:
At the bottom left hand corner of this page, you must
allow a Blank Space for the
Bar Code 30mm wide x 55mm deep
SPREAD/DPS:
320mm X 545mm (one file only)
SINGLE PAGE:
320mm X 260mm

March 2017 updated
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headingdocument & image sizes
Maglet
Document Spread Page Width 550mm
25mm

Image Spread Page Width 500mm

13.5 mm

Image Area
150mm x 245mm

13.5mm
5mm

25mm

Image Page Width 245mm
Document Page Width 275mm

maglet					
ROP:
1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

Voucher

=
=
=
=

59mm
121mm
183mm
245mm

=

44.5mm x 117.5mm

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
150mm x 245mm
ROP SPREAD
=
150mm x 500mm
(supply spreads as one file only)

column measurements

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

177mm x 275mm
150mm x 245mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not
cropped

BLEED SPREAD
=
177mm x 550mm
SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 172mm x 265mm

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

Document Page Height 177mm

Image Page Height 150mm

Maglet

March 2017 updated

heading
Stylish Living document & image sizes

2020

Document Spread Page Width 336mm
Image Spread Page Width 315mm
12mm

Image Area
227mm x 150mm

12mm
7.5mm

10.5mm

Image Page Width 150mm
Document Page Width 168mm

Document Page Height 251mm

Image Page Height 227mm

STYLISH LIVING

March 2017 updated
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Stylish Living
heading
stylish living

column measurements

ROP page sizes:

BLEED PAGE SIZES (CLASSIFIED & ROP)

		 deep		wide

		

deep

SINGLE PAGE

=

227mm x 150mm

SINGLE PAGE

=

251mm x 168mm

SPREAD

=

227mm x 315mm

1/2 PAGE

=

110mm x 168mm

(one file only)

BLEED SPREAD

=

251mm x 336mm

=

110mm x 150mm

		

(one file only)

=

110mm x 315mm

1/2 BLEED SPREAD

110mm x 336mm

1/2 PAGE
1/2 PAGE

SPREAD

		
(one file only)
1/3 PAGE

=

70mm

x 150mm

=

		

wide

(one file only)

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
deep
wide
		
SINGLE PAGE

=

245mm x 165mm

It is strongly recommended that no live matter

ROP COLUMN WIDTHS:
1 column		
2 column
3 column

=
=
=

48mm
99mm
150mm

be planned within 5mm of the final trimmed
size. Where this 5mm allowance is not included
in the page design, items such as folio
numbers, section titles etc, are liable to be lost
when the magazine is trimmed to the finished
size.

CLASSIFIED COLUMN WIDTHS:
1 column		
2 column
3 column

=
=
=

48mm
99mm
150mm

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

March 2017 updated
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heading
Stitch
& Trim document & image sizes
Document Spread Page Width 556mm
Image Spread Page Width 514mm
16.5mm
5mm

Folio allowance

5mm

Folio allowance

Image Area
310mm x 248mm

16.5mm
9mm

21mm

Image Page Width 248mm

BLEED

Document Page Width 278mm

document Spread Page Width 566mm
5mm

5mm

5mm

5mm

Image Area
310mm x 248mm

5mm

5mm
Bleed Document Page Width 283mm

Bleded Document Page Height 358mm

STITCH & TRIM

Document Page Height 348mm

Image Page Height 315mm

STITCH & TRIM

March 2017 updated
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The Herald
motoring (stitch & trim) 		
ROP:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

column
column
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

column measurements

32mm
68mm
104mm
140mm
176mm
212mm
248mm

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
HALF PAGE
=
ROP SPREAD
=
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=

315mm
155mm
315mm
155mm

x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

Crop marks must not be supplied
for any copy submitted

(supply spreads as one file only)

scotland’s homes (stitch & trim) column measurements
ROP:

1 column
=
32mm
2 column
=
68mm
3 column
= 104mm
4 column
= 140mm
5 column
= 176mm
6 column
= 212mm
7 column
= 248mm
1/4 page large =
155mm x 140mm
1/4 page small =
155mm x 104mm
ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
315mm
HALF PAGE
=
155mm
ROP SPREAD
=
315mm
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=
155mm

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted
x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

348mm x 278mm
328mm x 258mm

1/2 PAGE

=
=
=

173mm x 278mm
348mm x 556mm
173mm x 556mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not cropped

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 BLEED SPREAD

SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 338mm x 270mm

March 2017 updated
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Tabloid document & image sizes

Document Spread Page Width 578mm
Image Spread Page Width 548mm
15mm
5mm

Folio allowance

5mm

Folio allowance

Image Area
320mm x 259mm

15mm
15mm

15mm

Image Page Width 259mm
Document Page Width 289mm

Document Page Height 355mm

Image Page Height 320mm

TABLOID

25

Evening Times
main paper (tabloid) 			
CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

CLASSIFIED
FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

= 320mm x 259mm
=

160mm x 259mm

CLASSIFIED DPS = 320mm x 548mm
		 (One file only)

column measurements

RUN OF PAPER:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

TV PAGE ADVERTS
3x18 = 30mm x 548mm
Back Page Solus Sport
9x2
= 90mm x 56mm

ROP FULL PAGE

=

320mm x 259mm

ROP HALF PAGE

=

160mm x 259mm

ROP DPS
=
		

320mm x 548mm
(One file only)

Sunday Herald
main (tabloid)
CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

CLASSIFIED
FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

column measurements
RUN OF PAPER:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ROP FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE
= 320mm x 259mm
=

160mm x 259mm

CLASSIFIED DPS = 320mm x 548mm
		 (One file only)

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

=
=

320mm x 259mm
160mm x 259mm

ROP FALSE SPREAD/DPS
		 320mm x 548mm
		 (One file only)
ROP BACK PAGE
ROP BACK PAGE

=
=

290mm x 259mm without the Bar Code
320mm x 259mm incorporating the Bar Code
Leave 30mm x 75mm bottom right position BLANK

March 2017 updated
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heading
Sunday Herald

sunday herald life
(stitch & trim) 					column measurements
ROP:

CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=

1/4 page
1/2 page

=
=

1
2
3
4

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm

column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm

150mm x 122mm
150mm x 248mm

CLASSIFIED PAGES AND SPREADS
FULL PAGE
=
310mm x 248mm
HALF PAGE
=
150mm x 248mm
SPREAD
=
310mm x 514mm
1/2 PAGE SPREAD = 150mm x 514mm
(supply spreads as one file only)

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
HALF PAGE
=
ROP SPREAD
=
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=

310mm
150mm
310mm
150mm

x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

348mm x 278mm
328mm x 258mm

1/2 PAGE

=
=
=

173mm x 278mm
348mm x 556mm
173mm x 556mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not cropped

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 BLEED SPREAD

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 338mm x 270mm

COVERS specifications:

Please refer to P12 Heatset Production Colour Specification

heading
The National

2727

main (tabloid)

column measurements

CLASSIFIED:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

CLASSIFIED
FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

= 320mm x 259mm
=

160mm x 259mm

CLASSIFIED DPS = 320mm x 548mm
		 (One file only)

RUN OF PAPER:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ROP FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

27mm
56mm
85mm
114mm
143mm
172mm
201mm
230mm
259mm

=
=

320mm x 259mm
160mm x 259mm

ROP FALSE SPREAD/DPS
		 320mm x 548mm
		 (One file only)

Bella Caledonia (Monthly Magazine)
(stitch & trim) 					column measurements
ROP:
1
2
3
4

column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=

ROP PAGES AND SPREADS
SINGLE PAGE
=
HALF PAGE
=
ROP SPREAD
=
1/2 PAGE SPREAD
=

59mm
122mm
185mm
248mm

310mm
150mm
310mm
150mm

x
x
x
x

248mm
248mm
514mm
514mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

BLEED PAGE SIZES; CLASSIFIED & ROP:
SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

348mm x 278mm
328mm x 258mm

1/2 PAGE

=
=
=

173mm x 278mm
348mm x 556mm
173mm x 556mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they are not cropped

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 BLEED SPREAD

Crop marks must not be
supplied for any copy
submitted

SINGLE TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 338mm x 270mm

2828

heading
Luxury Magazine
luxury magazine

advert measurements

ROP page sizes:

BLEED PAGE SIZES (CLASSIFIED & ROP)

		 deep		wide

		

SINGLE PAGE

=

280mm x 192mm

SPREAD

=

280mm x 401mm

SINGLE PAGE
=
303mm x 213mm
*Image area
=
280mm x 192mm
*Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that they

(one file only)
1/2 PAGE
1/2 PAGE

SPREAD

deep

wide

are not cropped

=

138mm x 192mm

1/2 PAGE

=

145mm x 213mm

=

138mm x 401mm

BLEED SPREAD

=

303mm x 426mm

		
(one file only)

		

(one file only)

1/3 PAGE

horizontal

=

90mm

1/2 BLEED SPREAD

145mm x 420mm

1/3 PAGE

vertical

=

280mm x

62mm

=

138mm x

62mm

1/6 PAGE

x 192mm

=

Crop marks must not be supplied for any
		
(one file only)
copy submitted

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE: = 297mm x 210mm

ROP COLUMN WIDTHS:
1 column		
2 column
3 column

=
=
=

62mm
127mm
192mm
Bleed Spread Page Width 426mm

9.5mm

Bleed 3mm

Image Spread Page Width 401mm

Image Page Height 280mm

Luxury Magazine
Image Area
280mm x 192mm

8.5mm
8.5mm

Bleed 3mm

Bleed 3mm
Image Page Width 192mm
Bleed Page Width 213mm

Document Page Height 297mm

Bleed Height 303mm

8.5mm

March 2017 updated
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heading
Luxury A5
luxury A5

advert measurements

ROP ONLY		

BLEED PAGE SIZES

1 column		
= 62mm
2 column		
= 128mm
SINGLE PAGE		
= 190mm x 128mm
1/2 PAGE		
= 92mm x 128mm
SPREAD		
= 190mm x 276mm
(supply spreads as one file only)
1/4 PAGE vertical		
= 92mm x 62mm
1/4 PAGE horizontal
= 45mm x 128mm

SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

1/2 PAGE

=
=

210mm x 148mm
190mm x 128mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that
they are not cropped

BLEED
BLEED SPREAD

		

102mm x 148mm
210mm x 296mm
(one file only)

Crop marks must not be supplied
for any copy submitted

TRIMMED PAGE: = 210mm x 148mm

Document Spread Page Width 296mm
10mm

10mm

Image Spread Page Width 276mm

Image Page Height 190mm

Image Area
190mm x 128mm

10mm
10mm

10mm

Image Page Width 128mm
Document Page Width 148mm

Document Page Height 210mm

Luxury A5

3030

headingA5
Stylish
stylish A5

advert measurements

ROP ONLY		

BLEED PAGE SIZES

1 column		
= 40mm
2 column		
= 83mm
3 column		
= 126mm
SINGLE PAGE		
= 190mm x 126mm
1/2 PAGE		
= 92mm x 126mm
SPREAD		
= 190mm x 274mm
(supply spreads as one file only)
1/3 PAGE vertical		
= 190mm x 40mm
1/3 PAGE horizontal
= 62mm x 126mm

SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

210mm x 148mm
190mm x 126mm

BLEED SPREAD
1/2 PAGE BLEED		

=
=

210mm x 296mm
102mm x 148mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that
they are not cropped

Crop marks must not be supplied
for any copy submitted

TRIMMED PAGE: = 210mm x 148mm

Document Spread Page Width 296mm
11mm

10mm

Image Spread Page Width 276mm

Image Page Height 190mm

Image Area
190mm x 126mm

10mm
11mm

11mm

Image Page Width 126mm
Document Page Width 148mm

Document Page Height 210mm

Stylish A5

March 2017 updated
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supplements
A4 supplement

advert measurements

ROP page sizes:

BLEED PAGE SIZES (CLASSIFIED & ROP)

		 deep		wide

		

deep

SINGLE PAGE

=

280mm x 189mm

SINGLE PAGE

=

303mm x 213mm

SPREAD

=

280mm x 402mm

1/2 PAGE

=

150mm x 213mm

(one file only)

BLEED SPREAD

=

303mm x 426mm

=

135mm x 189mm

		

(one file only)

=

135mm x 402mm

1/2 BLEED SPREAD

150mm x 426mm

1/2 PAGE
1/2 PAGE

SPREAD

		
(one file only)
1/4 PAGE

=

135mm x

93mm

=

		

(one file only)

Crop marks must not be supplied for any
copy submitted

CLASSIFIED COLUMN WIDTHS:

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:

1
2
3
4
5
6

deep
wide
		

column		
column
column
column
column
column

=
=
=
=
=
=

29mm
61mm
93mm
125mm
157mm
189mm

=
=

280mm x 189mm
135mm x 189mm

CLASSIFIED SPREAD =
		

280mm x 402mm
(one file only)

FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE

A5 supplement
ROP ONLY		
1 column
2 column
SINGLE PAGE
1/2 PAGE
SPREAD

wide

SINGLE PAGE

=

297mm x 210mm

It is strongly recommended that no live matter
be planned within 5mm of the final trimmed
size. Where this 5mm allowance is not included
in the page design, items such as folio
numbers, section titles etc, are liable to be lost
when the magazine is trimmed to the finished
size.

advert measurements
BLEED PAGE SIZES

=
=
=
=
=

62mm
128mm
190mm x 128mm
92mm x 128mm
190mm x 282mm

(supply spreads as one file only)

Note:Classified not sold in this product

SINGLE PAGE
*Image area

=
=

216mm x 154mm
200mm x 138mm

BLEED SPREAD

=

216mm x 308mm

Keep text or graphics within this area to ensure that
they are not cropped

Crop marks must not be supplied
for any copy submitted

TRIMMED PAGE: = 210mm x 148mm
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booking/copy deadlines
Herald and Evening Times Daily Publications
Publication Day

Booking Deadlines

Complete Copy

HE Monday
ET Monday

10.00 Friday
16.00 Thursday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Friday
Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Friday

(RECRUITMENT Friday 12 Noon)

			
HE Tuesday
10.00 Monday
Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Monday
ET Tuesday
16.00 Friday
Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Monday
HE Wednesday
ET Wednesday

10.00 Tuesday
16.00 Monday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Tuesday
Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Tuesday

HE Thursday
ET Thursday

10.00 Wednesday
16.00 Tuesday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Wednesday
Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Wednesday

HE Friday

10.00 Thursday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Thursday

ET Friday

16.00 Wednesday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Thursday

10.00 Friday
16.00 Thursday

Classified 16.00, ROP 18.00 Friday
Classified 14.00, ROP 16.00 Friday

Saturday Herald
Saturday Evening Times

(RECRUITMENT Thursday 1pm)

Herald Magazine
Publication Day

Booking Deadlines

Complete Copy

Saturday

14.00 Tuesday
(week prior)

12noon Thursday

15.00 Wednesday

12noon Thursday

Travel Saturday

A4 & A5 Supplements
Publication Day

Booking Deadlines

Complete Copy

10 Days Prior 4.00 pm		

Stitch & Trim Supplements
Publication Day

Booking Deadlines
7 Days Prior 4.00 pm

Complete Copy

March 2017 updated
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booking/copy deadlines
Sunday Herald (Tabloid)
Booking Deadlines

Complete Copy

ROP
14.00 Friday
17.00 Friday
				
Classified 10.00 Friday
17.00 Friday
(for complete supplied bookings only)

Sunday Herald Life Magazine (Stitch & Trim)
Booking Deadlines

Complete Copy

ROP
Classified

12 noon Thursday
12 noon Thursday

14.00 Tuesday
15.00 Wednesday

Publication

Publication
Day

Booking
Deadlines

Complete
Copy

Scotland’s
Wednesday
14.00 Monday
16.00 Monday
Homes				
Motors

Friday

14.00 Wednesday

16.00 Wednesday		

Appointments Friday
18.00 Wednesday
10.00 Thursday
Broadsheet				
Herald Arts

Friday

12.00 Tuesday

Bella Caledonia Saturday (Monthly) 17.00 Wednesday

17.00 Wednesday
17.00 Thursday

Commercial Supplements
Deadlines for individual Commercial Supplements will be supplied by the
Salesperson.

Cancellation Deadlines
Please also note that the cancellation deadlines for any advertisement placed in The
Herald, Evening Times, Sunday Herald and any associated supplements remain as
follows:
Mono or Colour Display or Classified ads:
7 working days prior to publication or prior to print date (if pre-printed)
Special Positions:
21 working days prior to publication or prior to print date (if pre-printed)
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digital specifications
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COMPANY PROFILES
Company Profiles on s1jobs are integrated into the job search system. This provides your company with branded
job listings and gives users direct access to your Company Profile from your vacancies. Designing a profile for
our scalable pages requires some special considerations - these are explained below.
Available Screen Area
The content area for all pages, including Company Profiles scales according to screen resolution. The minimum
width is 420px (at 800x600), the maximum width is 530px (at 1024x768 and above). It’s therefore necessary
to design any fixed-sized elements (e.g. GIFs, JPEGs, Flash, etc) to fit within the minimum width of 420px.
Content that isn’t fixed width (HTML text, tables, etc) is normally allowed to scale to the full available width of
530px. See example.
Background Images
It is possible to incorporate fixed-size images (GIF or JPEG) larger than the 420px size by including them as
background images. This is usually most effective for large ‘display’ images or header and footer strips.
When using large background images, please bear in mind that you’ll need to include a ‘safe’ area (without any
text) for lower resolution screens which will only see 420px width. This safe area - at least 110px of a 530px
wide image - can appear either at the left, right or can be split equally at each side. See example.
Navigation
As well as links to the various pages of your profile, you should also include a “Vacancies” (or similar) link within
your navigation. We’ll provide the code to link this to all of your current vacancies on s1jobs.
Job Listings Page
The design of your company profile (including navigation) is normally carried over into your job listings. If you have
any specific requirements for this page, please let us know.
FLASH FORMAT ADS - clickTag
Please note that our new ad serving software requires the clickTag and targetTag parameters in order for us to
track click-thru rates. You should include the following code on your click-thru button:
on (release) {
getURL(clickTag, targetTag);
}
LEADERBOARD AD
dimensions 728 x 90 view
expandable Call for details
file types GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG, Flash, HTML
file size 20k (30k for Flash)

MPU ( media player unit )
dimensions 300 x 250 view
file types GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG, Flash, HTML
file size 20k (30k for Flash)

FEATURED EMPLOYER BUTTONS
dimensions 90 x 42 view
file types GIF (static)
file size 4k max

SKYSCRAPER ADS
dimensions 120 x 600 view
file types GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG, Flash, HTML
file size 20k (30k for Flash)
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digital specifications
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POP UNDERS ( new window )
dimensions 200 x 200 view
file types GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG, Flash, HTML
file size 20k (30k for Flash)

OVERLAYS ( sector search )
dimensions 200 x 200 view
file types Flash
file size 20k (30k for Flash)
close button Required
close button ActionScript on (release) {
gotoAndStop(“end”);
}
Last frame of timeline Add label “end”
Last frame ActionScript getURL(“javascript:layerOff();”);

Expandable Advert formats
This section details the preferred format and technical parameters for any ‘expandable’ advert formats on any
s1 site (this also includes ‘Heraldscotland.com’ and ‘Eveningtimes.co.uk’).
All ‘expandable advert’ creative is subject to approval, based upon criteria relating to its affect on user experience
on the relevant site. S1 reserves the right to reject any creative supplied ion this basis.
As a guide, expandable advert with a transparent main background on the expanded area, with prominent ‘close’
button option are preferred.
Also, any ‘flash’ based files supplied should not interfere with or affect any existing ‘flash’ files displaying on the
page. If so, we may refuse that creative being displayed on affected pages for this reason.
Initial file size 30k
Secondary loads Max 100k weight on the page
Max animation time 15 seconds
Max Expanded Size Varies by unit size (see table below)
Expansion method Rollover or click
Collapse method Should be same as Expansion method (rollover or click)
Prominent “Close” button Required
Audio User-initiated with click only
Video Auto-starting video ok, without audio
Required video controls Stop button
Required video controls Stop button, Pause/Play button, Audio on/Audio off button
Maximum Expanded Size Chart:
Initial (collapsed) Size
Expanded Size
728x90		
728x22
468x60		
428x210
120x600		
240x600
160x600		
320x600
300x25		
450x300
336x280		
536x280

Expand Direction
Down
Down
Left*
Left*
Left*
Left*

digital specifications
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EMAIL ALERT BANNERS
dimensions 468 x 60 view
file types GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG
file size 15k
Please note: A small percentage of s1jobs users can only receive text-based emails without images. Therefore,
we request that you also provide a short text alternative of approximately 30 words for these users. This text
will take the place of your graphical ad for text-only email users.
E-SHOT ADVERTISING
dimensions 600px wide, height unlimited within reason view
file types Any combination of HTML, GIF and JPEG
file size Max 100k
headers & footers We will add our standard s1jobs email header and footer to your creative, including the s1jobs
logo, unsubscribe links, etc.
Please note: If you are providing finished artwork/HTML it is your responsibility to ensure compatibility with your
target email clients and webmail systems. This may involve (but is not limited to): the correct use of inline
styles; the correct use of foreground/background images to ensure a good experience for users who have email
images disabled; the use of table vs css based layouts; etc.

